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Greg "Slam" Harris can play basketball, period. On the court, he's almost unstoppable. As he says, "I can
hoop. Case closed." But off the court, it's a different story. Every day is a struggle to keep things together.
Leaving his best friend Ice behind, Slam transfers to a top-notch academic school and is easily the best
player on the basketball team. But his grades are slipping, and the coach doesn't appreciate Slam's attitude.
On top of that, Slam suspects that Ice has started selling drugs, just as their opposing teams prepare for a
showdown on the court. If Slam wants to hold everything together, he'll have to apply his passion for
basketball to everything else in his life. With an urban, teenage voice, Walter Dean Myers earnestly reflects
the hopes and desires shared by many budding hoop dreamers. Narrator Thomas Penny vividly captures both
the internal and external challenges Slam faces while chasing his dream from the streets, to the classrooms,
to the hardwood floors.
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From reader reviews:

Seth Sawyer:

Why? Because this Slam! is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to snap that but
latter it will shock you with the secret that inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was fantastic author who
all write the book in such awesome way makes the content on the inside easier to understand, entertaining
method but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having this any longer
or you going to regret it. This excellent book will give you a lot of benefits than the other book possess such
as help improving your talent and your critical thinking technique. So , still want to hold up having that
book? If I were you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Marcia Fullerton:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially book
entitled Slam! your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every single aspect that
maybe unfamiliar for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a
book then become one contact form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before. The
Slam! giving you a different experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful details
for your better life on this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind
will probably be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Paul Andrews:

Reading a book being new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to read a book. When you examine
a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, since
book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book that
you have read. If you wish to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if you
act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, and also soon.
The Slam! provide you with new experience in looking at a book.

Jacqueline Morrison:

A lot of publication has printed but it is different. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose
the best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is called of book Slam!.
You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it may add your knowledge and
make a person happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about publication. It can bring you
from one place to other place.
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